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MONEY, TAXES AND GOVERNMENT DEBT 

This is perhaps the hardest human puzzle for individuals to understand for the wrong 

ideas have been foisted upon you for so long that you must retrain your entire thought 

processes regarding the above issues. I get hundreds of requests to "simplify it" again 

and again. Further, ones ponder how to integrate God, Cosmic Beings and human 

money exchange--THAT IS EASIEST OF ALL TO SIMPLIFY: GOD RESPONDS TO 

THAT WHICH YOU REQUEST AND REQUIRE AND CAESAR HAS NOTHING 

SAVE THAT WHICH HE HAS STOLEN FROM GOD--THEREFORE, YOU WILL 

ALWAYS FIND GOD WHERE YOU ARE! Now, as to the other subjects, we have 

covered them in great detail in the Journals dealing with these specific issues and I can 

only urge you to investigate them and study them carefully. However, thousands of 

new readers are coming forth and time is in great shortage for actions so I must give 

you a bit of input in repetition. Perhaps I can even define more clearly for our "old" 

participants. 

You are totally blasted and mind-boggled daily by the media and pulse beamed at 

night while you sleep--relentlessly. Part of the bombardment is total confusion 

regarding the subject of taxes and government debt. If you people understood money, 

despotism could not reign as legitimate government, as you have allowed to occur. 

You MUST realize that there are TWO kinds of what you recognize as "money". We 

will stick to the U.S. operation but the same is applicable all over the globe for the 

intention and actions are underway, now, bringing into the marketplace the one-

world currency until such time as a totally cashless society is perfected through this 

"New World Order" of which Mr. Bush speaks so often. 

There is what is recognized as "Constitutional money" which is measured in weights 

of gold and silver brought into existence by human production and used as a medium 

of exchange and a store of value. It no longer exists in a constitutional capacity! 

Then there is "modern money" which is created out of notes in unlimited amounts by 

the Federal Reserve (which is NOT a Federal agency but rather, a private bank 

corporation) along with other commercial banks. As a carryover from "Constitutional 



money", the people assume that modern money is also a medium of exchange and a 

store of wealth. The tip-off that modern money had a sinister purpose came when the 

people were forced to accept it via legal tender laws. The second clue came when 

Gresham's Law worked perfectly, that is bad money (new money) drove 

Constitutional money (gold and silver) out of circulation. And it only took a few 

months for gold and silver money to disappear after 1964. 

Simply stated then, Constitutional money as described in Article I Section 10 is 

production out of the precious metals of the earth, whereas modern money is non-

production created by a monopoly oligarchy to regulate and own all human action and 

production. In other words, modern money has one central purpose. It is used to 

expropriate wealth. Dictionary definition of "expropriate is to take or transfer the 

ownership (of wealth) from one owner to another". The conclusion is that modern 

governments, whether communist or democratic, use modern money (non-

production) to expropriate or steal your production and your savings. Yes, the same 

money system operates the world over. 

The dollars that you have in your pocket were created at no cost. Their sole purpose is 

to take your production and savings without payment. 

Please blank your mind and forget everything else and answer this question. If the 

government and its bankers or the bankers and their government (non-producers of 

wealth) can take your labor and your savings without payment, Who is your master??? 

Modern money expropriates wealth. 

Dear ones, it is a great illusion to contemplate freedom under a world slave system 

where all production and wealth flows to the money creators. The reason that the 

illusion of freedom works decade after decade is because of government police power 

to REGULATE. Governments and central bankers create economic cycles pumping 

"money" (credit) and then withdrawing so that the money creators don’t self-destruct. 

And essential to the survival of the system is the police power to reduce consumption, 

i.e. "income tax". 

Then what conclusions can be established? 

Government gets all wealth and production for nothing because it "pays" with money 

(credit) that costs nothing. "Of all the contrivances for cheating the working classes of 

mankind, perhaps none is so effectual as that which deludes them with paper money". 

Quoted from your own Daniel Webster and projects wisdom. 

This means that government deficits DO NOT and CANNOT EXIST! Another quote: 

"The Federal Reserve in cooperation with the federal government has the inherent 

power to create money--almost any amount of it. This power makes technical 



bankruptcy out of the question". (The National Debt, published by the Federal 

Reserve of Philadelphia.) 

This in turn means that there is no money of account in the United States. No 

government official, including the IRS, will answer the question, "What is current as 

money"? They refuse because there is no money of account, only a credit system. The 

Federal Reserve System works only with credit! 

This means, then, that the income tax system (which is Constitutionally unlawful at 

best) was not designed to collect taxes. In a credit system there can be no money 

going to Washington as taxes. What you think of as taxes is not money--but credit. 

Therefore, when the IRS reduces your credit in your bank account it goes out of 

existence. IT DOES NOT GO TO WASHINGTON to support the government or pay 

its bills. Why would government need your credit when it can create any amount? 

What then is the so-called income tax system for? 

Let us have a little hint of truth from one, Beardsley Ruml, speaking to the American 

Bar Association in 1946. Mr. Ruml, by the way, was Chairman of the Federal Reserve 

Bank of New York. He stated that “taxes for revenue are obsolete”. His thesis was that 

"...given 1. control of a central banking system and 2. an inconvertible currency, a 

sovereign national government is finally free of money worries and need no longer levy 

taxes for the purpose of providing itself with revenue". (Please read this last statement 

as many as five times and then again if you didn't "get it"!) 

In that same speech Mr. Ruml outlined the purpose of "taxes". Please remember that 

modern taxation is a system of reducing consumption by reducing credit. It is NOT a 

system to support government. 

Quoting further from Mr. Ruml: "Federal taxes can be made to serve four principal 

purposes of a social and economic character. They are: 

"1. As an instrument of fiscal policy to help stabilize the purchasing power of the 

dollar;" 

Note please: How does one stabilize a unit of credit, the dollar? By reducing credit by 

reducing consumption and calling it income tax! Therefore, the purpose of the IRS is 

to help stabilize or regulate the credit system. The credit system would not work 

without regulation, and the IRS is the regulator. Hence, friends, its awesome power! 

"2. To express public policy in the distribution of wealth and of income, as in the case 

of the progressive income and estate taxes;” (This should be most painfully clear as to 

its intent.) 

"3. To express public policy in subsidizing or in penalizing various industries and 

economic groups; 



"4. To isolate and assess directly the costs of certain national benefits, such as 

highways and social security". 

The conclusion must be that income taxes or any other taxes do not have anything to 

do with paying government expenses, but is a system of credit distribution as 

determined by government. Does this not make all the recent income tax hocum in 

Washington one big charade? Do you get the picture? Are you so intellectually dead 

that you cannot understand and decipher government propaganda? What is really 

going on in Washington is that the politicians and bureaucrats are bickering over how 

to regulate consumption with the credit system, under pretense of how to pay 

government expenses and reduce government debt with more income taxes. Can you 

see that if governments should refrain from regulation (of your consumption and their 

counterfeit) the worthlessness of the money would become apparent and the fraud 

upon the public could not be longer concealed? 

This means that the volume of money (credit) regulates its value. Whoever controls 

the volume of money (credit) in any country is absolute master of all commerce and 

industry. And who do you think controls it all in YOUR country? 

Well, the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago said that the "actual control rests with the 

Central Bank (the Federal Reserve)!" And so it does--the Banker Cartel Elite! 

This in turn means that the central banks of the world are counterfeiting and you are 

forced to take it by the force of legal tender laws. The Federal Reserve is an 

omnipotent, benevolent counterfeiter--no more and no less. 

Which means that no matter what a national government calls itself, either 

communist or capitalist, all have the same money system, i.e. credit system, which 

guarantees a world economic slave system of production for use and not for profit, 

meaning that the credit money system limits production for profit as far as the people 

are concerned. Amassing of wealth is limited by the "income tax" system and 

inheritance taxes. 

This means that as more and more production and wealth is transferred to the 

government and bankers via "money", there must be greater restriction of 

consumption. Money (credit) would keep its value if there were fewer people bidding 

against each other. This brings up a most relevant and important point: 

Quite simply, the Fed wants you dead and they plan for you to expire when you retire 

so as to cut consumption. There is much to help with that task in point; there is 

poison fluoridated and chlorinated water and cancer, AIDS, etc., to eliminate you (and 

your consumption). If all people lived to be 100 on your placement, a government 

banker counterfeiting system would collapse from too much non-production and 

consumption. It cannot and will not be ALLOWED! If you understood money you 



would know why government funds research and controls and limits disease and 

cancer cures. Consumption of the people is a major problem for the money creators. 

The greedier the money creators get, the greater their problem of regulating 

consumption. They can only reduce consumption so much. This is, further, why the 

same Cartel money-creators and regulators also regulate the judicial system of 

injustice and the medical/pharmaceutical systems of legal murder. Oh yes, you will 

find the same names flowing throughout the daily listings of corporations and 

government management. 

Now, at some point with the above in view, the underground barter takes over. 

Which means that government propaganda must resort to class and racial conflict to 

divert attention from the system. In the current government deficit income tax 

charade you have witnessed classic politics of envy in "soak the rich" syndrome. But 

the classification of "rich" is a bit more obscure than politicians would wish you to 

note. 

How can you even talk about freedom and Constitutional government and completely 

ignore this system of slavery at the hands of the money creators? The distinction 

between free men and slaves is whether or not they are paid for their labor. There is no 

provision in the United States code for paying either debts or taxes with legal tender 

(government counterfeit). The sole function of legal tender (modern money) is to get 

both labor and wealth without payment! 

And so, what do you have remaining with which to work? Very little! Very little, 

indeed. Therefore, if you would preserve any of your assets you must work within 

their own rules of management and even at that you might very well have it 

confiscated. IT WILL BE CONFISCATED JUST AS QUICKLY AS THE BLINK OF 

AN EYE--ANY DAY NOW. 

I can only repeat that which I have given you prior to this, in detail. All of the 

Executive Orders are now in place and active--awaiting appropriate timing to pounce 

and garner--FROM YOU! I am not in the business of giving fortunes and business 

strategies except as requested by ones asking, "What in the world do we do now?" 

with the intent of survival for purposes of service to fellowman and God. 

I can only suggest that you consider placing your assets through something like the 

established Phoenix Institute whereby gold can be purchased, borrowed against and 

held for collateral by one of these central banks for they will be last to have 

confiscation of collateral--although even that is possible. Gold will be confiscated 

probably, even from safe-deposit boxes just as in 1933. Your assets will be completely 

controlled as to bank withdrawals and money (currency) exchanges, etc. There is no 

perfection remaining, chelas, it is a matter of possibly saving something and perhaps 

ALL. If you handle it through Nevada Corporations and get it out of your name and 



into one or more (as appropriate) of your own corporations, you might very well save 

it all but the sword is coming down heavy and very, very soon! If you can at all be 

represented as "wealthy"--your assets will become worthless almost instantly! 

Please, understand, I can only tell you how it is and allow you insight as to methods 

we have studied and found practical and workable. Please see PRIVACY IN THE 

FISHBOWL and SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER. You must understand that 

you are now into the time of chaos and the changing of all that you recognize as 

freedom. The beast is upon you and protection is all but nil. We can only make 

suggestions; what ye do with them is totally up to your own discretion and choosing. 

However, I must remind you that whatever you do--YOU MUST KEEP SILENT LEST 

YOU GIVE AWAY YOUR OWN STORES AND ABILITY TO FUNCTION. A 

WAGGING TONGUE WILL BE THE MOST COSTLY WEAPON USED UPON 

SELF IN THESE TIMES OF LIVING UNDER THE MAGNIFYING GLASS AND 

GUN. IF YOU HAVE IT--THEY WILL TAKE IT--DEPEND UPON IT! 


